
Open the FITS file 
browser to select 
a FITS file

Open the FITS query 
tool (SQL query form 
with examples) to 
filter FITS files

Video demo & Tips to 
use the interface



Channel map. Click on the top-right 
spectrum to select a frequency. The 
top-left image is the emission map 
at this frequency  

Integrated map. Click and drag on the 
bottom-right spectrum to select a 
frequency range. The bottom-left image 
is the emission map integrated over 
this frequency range 



Pixel-based spectrum. Click on the top-left image to select a 
pixel. The top-right spectrum is the emission in this pixel  

Area-based spectrum. Click and drag on the 
bottom-left image to draw a box. The bottom-right 
spectrum is the integrated spectrum over area 
inside the box 



Hanning-smooth of the full cube. Choose a smooth 
factor (here 2 will smooth 2 spectral bins 
together). Then clic on Download in order to 
retrieve in FITS format the smoothed cube or clic on 
View in order to open the smoothed cube in Yafits



Click on the Arrow to download the 2D image in 
FITS format

Click on the Filled-circle to open the 2D 
image in YAFITS Viewer

Idem
Download the spectrum in FITS format



Click on the Search to run NED resolver : 
retrieve the list of source in the FoV

Change the source search area

—> This will display the list of known sources 
found in the FoV with their redshifts and 
distances. Adapt the cosmology if needed.

Give the redshift of the source. 
The search button will help find it



—> This will display the list of known sources 
found in the FoV with their redshifts and 
distances. Adapt the cosmology if needed.

Click on the row to select the source. This will 
(i) add a marker at the source position in the map 
(ii) write the marker position in the box
(iii) Select the source redshift  

(ii) marker coordinates

(iii) source redshift /velocity

(i) marker position

In blue : link 
to NED



Click on the tick-box order to 
access to catalogue of lines and 
overplot the redshifted frequency 
of a given specie



Select a catalogue of theoretical line frequencies
- Local is a small local catalogue
- ISM is a sub-catalogue of CDMS
- ISM-CSM is a larger sub-catalogue of CDMS 
(InterStellar Medium and Circus Stellar Medium)

- CDMS is the full CDMS catalogue

Filter the line search by 
- Line intensity
- Upper Energy 
- Number of atoms in the molecule



Click on the link in Blue to see the list 
of species, transitions that is used to 
search for the possible observed line



Draw a box in order to compute the 
integrated spectrum

Select a frequency range (click and drag). 
The possible line frequency and the 
species/transition is added in orange

The lines found and their 
frequencies is displayed 
here

Use the > and >> to see all 
the possible lines 
(sometimes many)



In order to compute the Line Luminosity : 
1) Click on one specie to select this line

2) Select again a frequency range (click 
and drag). The possible line frequency and 
the species/transition is added in orange
and the Line Luminosity is computed and 
displayed just above the << < > >>



If you are looking for a specific line : 
type its name. Auto-completion will propose 
the line available in the catalogue


